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Melony grew up in Sri Lanka as the only girl in her family with two brothers. After her marriage, she 
immigrated to US in 2003 and earned her B.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering from University of California- 
Los Angeles (UCLA) in 2009 and MBA from Cambridge Judge Business School in 2020.  
 
She has 10 years of experience as a Robotics Engineer in US Aerospace industry. She started her career as 
an engineer at Elon Musk’s space company, SpaceX, designing Merlin rocket engines. She has designed 
sub-systems for Falcon 9 rockets, Dragon Spacecraft, Grasshopper Test Flight and placed some of the key 
cameras around launch vehicles that are still in use.  
In 2014, she joined Boeing Commercial division in Long Beach, California for a brief period designing 
Boeing 777X and 747.  
In 2015, she joined NASA Jet Propulsion Lab, Pasadena, as the lead Engineer to design electrical and 
telecommunication system layout for MARS Perseverance Rover 2020 which launched from Cape 
Canaveral, Florida late July 2020. The first ever fully digital mockup of Mars Perseverance Rover electrical 
subsystem she helped designed, became the baseline for many future NASA missions.  Once Rover lands 
next February, she would be placing her designs not just in space but also on Mars as well.   
 
She has been selected as the 100 Best and Brightest MBA 2020 by leading international MBA ranking 
forum, headlining Business Weekly article in UK and recognized by Melinda Gates as a technology leader 
amongst other many accomplishments. She runs a nonprofit for women in STEM on the side while setting 
up her investment management company focusing on tech innovation and sustainability in emerging 
markets.   She’s part of Cambridge Track club, elected technology member of Cambridge Student Council 
and a prolific mom raising two college age kids.  


